












































































































































































































































































１０）Smith, A, 1937, An Inquiry into The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
Nations, the Modern Library New York, p．５７２，大内兵衛，松川七郎訳１９６９
『諸国民の富 Ⅱ』岩波書店，８５０頁。



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































A. Smith’s Completion of the Concept of “Private Man”
TAKEUCHI Masumi
A. Smith (1724-1790) developed the concept of “private man” and
completed it in the form of “private people.” The term private man is used
in The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759) and contains not only lateral
relations but also vertical ones. Social order can be founded upon the
respect which the poor naturally conceive for the rich. Smith pointed out
that the “state or sovereignty in which we have been born and educated,
is, in ordinary cases, the greatest society upon whose happiness or misery
our conduct can have much influence.” But he also referred to the
possibility of the extension of universal benevolence, which can serve as a
concept for international peace derived from sympathy.
In Wealth of Nations (1776), he further developed the concept wherein
the “private man” takes actions related to economic production and
reproduction, and relations among private men are joined together by the
invisible hand. This leads to the concept of private people, which provides
for the autonomy of the economic sphere.
Adding to this, I examine the relation between private people and
soldiers. To protect the wealth of the nation, private people depend on
soldiers, but maintaining too many soldiers burdens the development of
wealth. As seen from this perspective, Smith may be identified as an early
thinker in the field of modern world-systems theory. The challenging
subject remains as how to reconcile the principle of universal benevolence
for international peace with national defense for the preservation of the
wealth of nations.
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